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 All missions are hand-made and . Our characters use advanced physics and more than 40 abilities. Character customization
allows players to create and evolve new characters with custom abilities. . We only intend to make the most of features such as
dodge and deadly combos. The Campaign mode offers two difficulty levels (normal and hard) with great rewards.  Missions are

divided into three chapters: "Missions" (normal difficulty), "Classic Missions" (hard difficulty), and "Expert Missions" (very
hard difficulty). A reward is granted for each mission completed. During play, for each mission won, you have access to special

features, weapons and appearance items. Special features allow you to access an unlimited number of high-level missions
without reaching the end. This infinite game mode is called No Limits. The campaign features unlockable secret missions. At
the beginning of the game, you can choose your character: the "Hero" (red) or the "Nemesis" (blue). Each mission also has a
reward for the "Hero" or the "Nemesis". At the end of the game, you can also challenge your character with a boss fight, the

winner being the one who gives the best score. When choosing a difficulty for the boss fight, we allow players to select the type
of weapon they want to use against the boss: short range, long range or even a projectile. The game has a soundtrack composed

by Laurent Ménard, that blends ambient music and classical music. This game is based on the ME 1.1 engine, which already
allowed us to publish an Android version (Crepuscule). Gameplay You can choose between your hero and your nemesis in this
campaign mode. You can learn the secrets of each. If you lose, you can select the difficulty of your next game. If you win, you
can save your progression. You play alone but a tracker is available so that you can follow the progress of your nemesis. History
Development Hardcore Meche was developed between 2010 and 2015. The plan for the start was for a mobile version, but the
conception changed to a 2D platform game. It was created with the GameMaker Studio game engine. After achieving the target

of $30,000 on Kickstarter, Hardcore Meche was published in October 2015. We are still working on new content and are in
development of a new project based on hardcore Meche 520fdb1ae7
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